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Plaintiffs Shakespeare Theatre Company (“STC”) and Christopher Jennings, by and

through undersigned counsel, hereby submit these Points and Authorities in support of their

motion for a preliminary injunction, respectfully stating as follows.

INTRODUCTION

“The play’s the thing wherein I’ll catch the conscience of a king.” Shakespeare,

Hamlet, Act II, sc. 2. Hamlet’s words speak to the influential voice of theatre, a voice that has

shouted, whispered, laughed, and wept from the stage of the iconic Lansburgh Theater in

Penn Quarter (the “Theatre”) to the community, and to visitors from across the globe for two

decades. That voice, which STC has created since the Theatre’s inception, is in danger of

being silenced by an unlawful demand from STC’s landlord, Lansburgh Theater, Inc. (“LTI”)

that STC vacate the Theatre by June 15, 2012.

STC and LTI are not arms’ length businesses in a commercial lease arrangement. LTI

was created by Defendants Graham Gund (“Gund”), Gunwyn/Lansburgh Limited Partnership

(“GLLP”), and Gunwyn/Lansburgh Development Corporation (“GLDC”) (together,

“Gunwyn”), as part of an agreement with the District of Columbia. LTI is a non-profit

corporation organized under Section 509(a)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code (“IRC”), whose

sole purpose, through its Articles of Incorporation (“Articles”) and federal tax law, is to serve

as a “supporting organization” to a designated charity: STC. Section 509(a)(3) requires that

(1) LTI cannot terminate STC’s status as long as STC performs its charitable purpose; (2) LTI

be “responsive” to STC’s needs; and (3) LTI not be subject to control by “disqualified

persons” (here, Gunwyn).

Unfortunately, LTI is now violating its Articles and Section 509(a)(3), as evidenced

by the fact that Gunwyn employee Krozy, purportedly in his role as officer of LTI, demanded
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that STC submit to a 700% increase in Base Rent as a condition of lease renewal. When STC

reminded Krozy of LTI’s charitable obligations (leasing it the Theatre at cost, not at over

700% of cost), Krozy demanded that STC vacate the Theatre, asserted that LTI could and had

terminated the lease and STC’s status as its supported organization, and demanded that STC’s

Managing Director, who occupies one of the three seats on the Board of Directors of LTI (the

“Board”) as STC’s designated representative, resign.

LTI’s actions threaten irreparable harm because STC is LTI’s supported organization

and has the right to use the Theatre on a nonprofit basis in furtherance of its charitable

purpose. Further, STC is in the midst of a performance season at the Theatre and has, in

reliance on its status as LTI’s supported organization, booked a full calendar of performances

and educational programs for the next two years. Unless enjoined, LTI’s demand to vacate

the Theatre by June 15, 2012 will harm STC’s reputation and charitable mission, as well as

other performing arts organizations, public attendees, the District of Columbia, and LTI itself,

whose demand violates its Articles and Section 509(a)(3). As explained herein, STC is

entitled to a preliminary injunction.

SUMMARY OF RELEVANT FACTS

1. For 20 years, STC, a 501(c)(3) non-profit corporation, has operated the

Theatre, presenting classical theatrical performances and educational programs. STC has

established national and international renown as the nation’s foremost Shakespeare theatre

company. STC has achieved both critical and popular success, and is a leading performing

arts institution. See Declaration of Chris Jennings at ¶¶ 3-4.

2. In 1992, Gund and Gunwyn created LTI under Section 509(a)(3) and donated

the Theatre to LTI. Jennings Decl. at ¶ 11 Ex. 6 (deed conveying the Theatre to LTI). This

action implemented an agreement negotiated with the Pennsylvania Avenue Development
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Corporation in 1992 to develop a mixed use project, including residential apartments,

restaurants, retail stores, and parking, in the same building as the Theatre, which Gunwyn

runs as a for-profit business. Jennings Decl. at ¶¶ 6-8. Gunwyn received financial and other

benefits to donate the Theatre, including incentives and assistance in building the mixed-use

property. Id.

3. To gain a tax deduction for the contributions associated with its commitment to

make the Theatre available to STC, LTI applied for an IRS ruling that LTI qualified as a tax-

exempt “charitable” organization under Section 501(c)(3) that is organized as a “supporting

organization” under Section 509(a)(3). Jennings Decl. at Ex. 7 (LTI’s IRS Form 1023 dated

8/10/1992). LTI based its qualification as a charitable organization in its application with the

Internal Revenue Service (“IRS”) on the fact that the lease agreement between LTI and STC

would charge rent at substantially below market rates and require STC to contribute only

enough per year to fund capital expenditures. Id. at Ex. 7 (Attachment to Form 1023). As

LTI notes in its application, the rental of property qualifies as a charitable activity only if it is

done at a subsidized, substantially below market rent. Id. LTI’s Articles mandate that LTI

operate “exclusively for charitable purposes” by conducting supporting activities for the

benefit of the STC. Id. at Ex. 4 (Article Third).

4. LTI’s IRS application stated that “[LTI] has been formed to further the

charitable purposes of the Shakespeare Theatre” and that LTI is “dedicated to carrying out the

charitable endeavors of the Shakespeare Theatre.” Jennings Decl. at Ex. 7 (Attachment to

Form 1023). A supporting organization is one that is so connected to the supported

organization that the supporting organization derives its own tax-exempt status from that
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relationship. LTI’s Articles mandate that LTI operate as a 509(a)(3) supporting organization

for the benefit of STC. Id. at Ex. 4.

5. The requirement in LTI’s Articles that it operate as a Section 509(a)(3) entity

imposes several requirements on LTI including that: (1) LTI may not change its designated

supported organization except for limited circumstances that are beyond LTI’s control; (2)

LTI must be responsive to the needs of STC; and (3) LTI may not be controlled by a

disqualified person.

6. The parties have operated under a written lease that has been periodically

renewed over the past 20 years. Jennings Decl. ¶ 4. During renewal discussions, a serious

dispute emerged when Krozy, who is on the LTI Board -- but who also works for Gunwyn

and serves as manager of the for-profit Lansburgh apartments -- demanded that STC submit to

a 700% rent increase (from $70,000 to $480,000 annually). Id. at Ex. 9 (letter from M. Klein

to K. Krozy recounting the parties’ negotiations).

7. When STC objected, Krozy announced that STC’s status as the supported

organization had been terminated, demanded that STC vacate the Theatre, and demanded that

STC’s designate to the LTI Board resign. Jennings Decl. at Ex. 10 (letter from K. Krozy

dated 1/4/2012).

8. Krozy’s breathtaking actions were not discussed at any Board meeting and it

appears that Krozy took these actions unilaterally and without authority. On information and

belief, Krozy took these actions for the benefit -- not of STC -- but for his employer, Gunwyn,

which is forbidden from controlling LTI.

9. Although STC has attempted to negotiate a resolution, LTI refuses to

recognize STC as its supported organization, and LTI’s most recent demand is that STC
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vacate the Theatre by June 15, 2012 even though LTI knows full well that STC has entered

into contracts to obligate itself and other performing arts organizations to rehearse and present

performances and educational programs at the Theatre through 2014. LTI’s deadline to

vacate has been previously extended on several occasions for the sole purpose to permit

settlement discussions, and LTI’s counsel has averred that LTI will not “act precipitously.”

Significantly, however, LTI has refused STC’s request to withdraw the vacate demand, and

the continuing uncertainty concerning STC’s status and right to operate the Theatre

constitutes irreparable harm.

ARGUMENT

I. LEGAL STANDARD FOR PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION

In considering a motion for preliminary injunction, the Court must consider whether

the moving party has demonstrated:

(1) that there is a substantial likelihood he [or she] will prevail
on the merits; (2) that he [or she] is in danger of suffering
irreparable harm during the pendency of the action; (3) that
more harm will result to him [or her] from the denial of the
injunction than will result to the defendant from its grant; and,
in appropriate cases, (4) that the public interest will not be
disserved by the issuance of the requested order.

In re: Estate of Reilly, 933 A.2d 830, 834 (D.C. 2007) (quoting Feaster v. Vance, 832 A.2d

1277, 1287 (D.C. 2003)) (affirming grant of preliminary injunction to freeze trust assets); see

also Mooring Tax Asset Grp., LLC v. Marks, 2005 WL 1140448, No. 03-CA-5830(RP) (D.C.

Super. May 10, 2005) (granting injunctive relief); Ackerman v. Feaster, 2000 WL 35443269,

No. 00 CA 433 (D.C. Super. Apr. 13, 2000) (same).
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II. THERE IS A SUBSTANTIAL LIKELIHOOD THAT STC WILL PREVAIL ON
THE MERITS

A. LTI Is Violating Its Articles

The Superior Court has the authority, including pursuant to its equitable powers and

D.C. Code 29-401.22(c), to enforce LTI’s Articles. The most important and foundational

requirement of the Articles is that LTI “shall be operated as, and shall constitute, an

organization described in Section 509(a)(3) . . .” See Jennings Decl. Ex. 4 (Article Third)

(emphasis added).

The IRS has stated that supported organizations such as STC are “to oversee the

operations of the supporting organization.” See Section 509(a)(3) Supporting Organizations,

available at http://www.irs.gov/charities/article/0,,id=137609,00.html. As one academic

explains, “scrutiny by a publicly supported organization, under the appropriate circumstances,

is sufficient to guard against abuse by the supporting organization.” See Alyssa DiRusso,

Supporting the Supported Organization: The Potential and Exploitation of 509(a)(3)

Charities, 39 IND. L. REV. 207 (2006).

LTI is violating Section 509(a)(3) and the requirement of Article Third in at least three

independent ways, any one of which would justify equitable relief, by: (1) purporting to

terminate STC’s status as the supported organization; (2) failing to support STC and be

responsive to STC’s needs; and (3) permitting improper “disqualified person” control of

LTI’s Board by Gunwyn.

1. LTI Is Violating Its Articles By Attempting To Terminate STC as
Its “Supported Organization”

Type III supporting organizations are required to satisfy the “organizational test”

which has two prongs: (1) the supporting organization must specifically identify its supported

organization, and (2) it must not have the power unilaterally to switch supported
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organizations. See Treas. Reg. 1.509(a)-4(c)(1)(iv) (the Articles may not “expressly empower

the [supporting] organization to operate to support or benefit any organization other than the

specified . . . supported organizations”). Treasury regulations permit the substitution of a

designated supported organization with a non-designated organization only in rare

circumstances not present here, and “only if such substitution is conditional upon the

occurrence of an event which is beyond the control of the supporting organization.” Treas.

Reg. 1.509(a)-4(d)(4)(i)(a) (emphasis added) (providing as an example the loss of the

supported organization’s charitable charter).

Here, LTI is violating the organizational test because LTI has notified STC that STC is

no longer the supported organization. Jennings Decl. at Ex. 10. LTI also has said that it is in

the process of searching for a new supported organization. Id.; see also id. at Ex. 13.

LTI simply does not have the power to terminate STC consistent with its Articles

Section 509(a)(3). For example, in Quarrie v. Comm’r, 603 F.2d 1274 (7th Cir. 1979), the

court held that a supporting organization (organized as a trust) which retained the ability to

substitute beneficiaries (the supported organization) could not qualify as a supporting

organization under 509(a)(3). See Polm Family Found., Inc. v. United States, 644 F.3d 406

(D.C. Cir. 2011) (holding that a supporting organization could not qualify under 509(a)(3)

where it referred to supported organizations without sufficient specificity).

STC expects that LTI will assert power to terminate STC under Article Fourth, which

states that LTI can change supported organizations if the lease “shall terminate for any

reason.” However, Article Fourth must give way to the purpose and overarching goal of the

Articles: to operate as a 509(a)(3) organization (and to continue to support STC, as LTI has
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done for 20 years). As LTI’s designated supported organization, STC has the right to lease

the Theatre; the relationship cannot be undone unilaterally by LTI.

2. LTI Is Violating Its Articles By Failing To Be “Responsive” To
STC’s Needs As Required

A Type III supporting organization must be “responsive to the needs or demands” of

its “supported organization.” Treas. Reg., § 1.509(a)-4(i)(2). This is sometimes referred to as

the “responsiveness test,” which requires a formal connection between the supporting and

supported organizations, one that provides the supported organization “a significant voice” in

the key decisions of the supporting organization. Treas. Reg. § 1.509(a)-4(i)(2)(ii)(d). Thus,

the corporate structure of LTI must ensure that STC has a significant ability to affect the

actions of LTI.

Here, LTI is failing to be responsive to the needs of STC as demonstrated by Krozy’s

unilateral demand that STC submit to a 700% rent increase or vacate the Theatre. In fact,

Krozy’s demand harms STC by requiring it to pay moneys beyond those necessary for the

Theatre’s capital upkeep. LTI has defended this action on the basis that it is in a garden

variety commercial landlord-tenant relationship, and can demand what it wants. Jennings

Decl. Ex. 13 (letter from Sullivan & Worcester LLP to the Attorney General for the District of

Columbia dated 3/5/2012) (describing this dispute as “fundamentally a business

disagreement”). Further, Krozy’s demand was followed by a demand that STC’s designate to

the Board resign. Such actions reflect a complete misunderstanding of LTI’s duties and

responsibilities to its supported organization. LTI cannot negotiate at arms’ length, but must

instead be responsive to STC’s needs.
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3. LTI Is Violating Its Articles By Permitting Improper “Disqualified
Person” Control

Section 509(a)(3) prohibits LTI from being “controlled” -- “directly or indirectly” --

by a “disqualified person.” See I.R.C. § 509(a)(3)(C); Treas. Reg. § 1.509(a)-4(j).

Accordingly, LTI’s Articles provide that “at no time shall a majority of the directors of [LTI]

consist of disqualified persons (as defined in Section 4946 of the Internal Revenue Code).”

Jennings Decl. Ex. 4 (Article Eighth). The reason for the rule is to prevent capture of a

supporting organization by persons who may seek to control the supporting organization to

the detriment of the supported organization.

Disqualified persons include substantial contributors to the supporting organization.

I.R.C. § 4946. Under the regulations, “[a]n organization will be considered ‘controlled,’ . . . if

the disqualified persons, by aggregating their votes or positions or authority, may require such

organization to perform any act which significantly affects its operations or may prevent such

organization from performing such act.” Treas. Reg. § 1.509(a)-4(j)(1). The IRS further

explains that “control is generally present where a disqualified person can aggregate a

majority of the voting power” and notes that appointments by disqualified persons represent

impermissible control. IRM 7.20.7.2.3 (03-11-2008).

Section 509(a)(3) guidance recognizes that there are many ways a disqualified person

can exert “indirect” control. For instance, in Revenue Ruling 80-207, a supporting

organization had four directors. One director was a substantial contributor and disqualified

person. Two other directors were employees of a corporation that was also a disqualified

person (because the substantial contributor owned more than 35 percent of the corporation's

voting power). The IRS found that because of the employment relationship, the two

employees were also disqualified persons and held that: “[b]ecause a majority of [the
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supporting organization’s] board of directors consists of a disqualified person and employees

of a disqualified person, the organization is indirectly controlled by disqualified persons” in

violation of Section 509(a)(3)(C). See also IRM 7.20.7.2.3 (04-11-2008) (available at

http://www.irs.gov/irm/part7/irm_07-020-007.html) (“employees of a disqualified person are

considered to be subject to the influence of a disqualified person in determining whether one

or more disqualified persons control 50 percent or more of the voting power of an

organization’s body,” and to the same effect, directors appointed by a disqualified person

reflect prohibited control).

Here, the facts establish improper disqualified person control. Gund and Gunwyn are

substantial contributors and disqualified persons because they donated the Theatre to LTI.

See Jennings Decl. Ex. 7 (Attachment to Form 1023 at 4d) (identifying Gund as a disqualified

person); I.R.C. § 507(d)(2). Gund and Gunwyn are able to control two of the three directors

on LTI’s Board because Krozy is an employee of Gunwyn (see

http://www.ishcc.org/MA/Needham/gunwyn-lansburgh-development-corporation) and

manages the Lansburgh apartments that are located in the same building as the Theatre and

are part of the same condominium regime. Shone was unilaterally appointed to the Board by

Krozy, and is therefore subject to the same indirect control. See IRM 7.20.7.2.3 (04-11-2008)

pt. 3, Example, available at http://www.irs.gov/irm/part7/irm_07-020-007.html (“One

example of impermissible control is where the board of directors consists of five directors,

two are disqualified persons, two are appointed by the supported charity, and the final director

is a so-called "independent " director appointed by the disqualified persons. Appointment of

the fifth director by disqualified persons represents “indirect” control by “disqualified

persons”). In any event, Shone does not appear to have participated in any substantive
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decision of the Board and his address is identified as “Krozy & Co.” Jennings Decl. Exs. 16

and 22. Thus, LTI is unlawfully dominated by Krozy, and indirectly Gund and Gunwyn.

Indeed, the parties’ present dispute led STC to uncover that Gund and Gunwyn have

been exercising improper control from the outset of LTI’s formation, and set in motion the

path toward improper control that now is harming STC and violating the LTI’s charitable

purpose of “conducting supporting activities for [STC]” by “leasing on a nonprofit basis” the

Theatre. Jennings Decl. Ex. 4 (Articles Third and Fourth).

For many years at the outset, Gund, and his lawyer Michael Davis, occupied two of

the three LTI Board seats. Jennings Decl. Ex. 17. Under applicable IRS guidance, as a

person who is compensated by a disqualified person for providing legal advice, Davis was

subject to Gund’s control and its Board was thus controlled at the outset by a disqualified

person. See IRM 7.20.7.2.3 (04-11-2008) Example 2 (“a . . . director who is paid by the

disqualified person for accounting, legal, or investment advice apart from the affairs of the

supporting organization” is subject to the influence of a disqualified person).

Improper control appears to explain LTI’s present hostility toward STC and Krozy’s

illegitimate actions to terminate STC’s status and use of the Theatre. This is an unfortunate

illustration of the reason for the rule that disqualified persons may not control supporting

organizations. A disqualified person (such as Gunwyn) may have continuing noncharitable

interests that should not be allowed to affect the decisions of an organization established to

benefit a designated public charity. If a supporting organization becomes subject to the

control of private interests, the supporting-supported organization relationship is subverted.

Here, LTI is not acting to benefit STC, as it is required to do; instead, LTI appears to be
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acting for the private economic interests of Gunwyn, which owns the for-profit real estate that

is housed in the same building as the Theatre.

During negotiations, STC expressed its concern that Shone is subject to Krozy’s

control and LTI responded by asserting that Shone is a neutral director. To address this

concern, STC asked to participate in selection of a truly neutral director. LTI’s position was

that under its bylaws, LTI possessed the power to unilaterally select the third director without

any participation by STC. Although LTI emphasizes one board meeting where STC

ratified Krozy’s appointment of Shone, STC did not appoint Shone and lacks the power to do

so. Jennings Ex. 5 at 4(b) (LTI Bylaws). In any event, Krozy’s demands (for a 700%

increase in the amount of Base Rent payable to LTI, that Jennings resign from the Board, and

that STC be terminated as a supported organization) were never even presented to the Board.

If Krozy was acting as President of LTI, then Krozy’s unilateral actions are entirely subject to

disqualified person control.

B. LTI Is Breaching Its Fiduciary Duties and Trust Relationship With STC

In addition to enforcing LTI’s obligations under its Articles, STC also is likely to

succeed on its supplemental legal theory that LTI is breaching its trust obligations and

fiduciary duties. The entire relationship between LTI and STC -- whereby LTI must be

responsive to STC, and hold funds in trust for the benefit of the Theatre -- is akin to a trust

relationship “subjecting the person by whom the title to the property is held to equitable duties

to deal with the property for the benefit of another person, which arises as a result of a

manifestation of an intention to create it.” Beckett v. Air Line Pilots Ass'n, 995 F.2d 280, 287

(D.C. Cir. 1993) (citing Restatement of Trusts). See also Cabaniss v. Cabaniss, 464 A.2d 87,

91 (D.C. 1983) (a trust is created “by written or spoken language or by conduct, in light of all
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surrounding circumstances” and [n]o particular form of words or conduct is necessary to

manifest an intention to create a trust”).

This trust relationship is also evidenced by LTI’s application for tax-exempt status

submitted to the IRS in which LTI states that “[LTI] has been formed to further the charitable

purposes of the Shakespeare Theatre” and that LTI is “dedicated to carrying out the charitable

endeavors of the Shakespeare Theatre.” Jennings Decl. Ex. 7 (Attachment to Form 1023).

Courts routinely permit suits to enforce such similar obligations. See Restatement of

Trust 2d § 199 (discussing that the trust beneficiary can move to compel the trustee to

perform his duties, to enjoin the trustee, and to remove the trustee); Beckett v. Air Line Pilots

Ass'n, 995 F.2d 280, 286 (D.C. Cir. 1993) (“Just as an intended third party beneficiary may

sue to enforce a contract, it is equally fundamental that the beneficiary of a trust may maintain

a suit to compel the trustee to perform his duties as trustee or to redress a breach of trust.”);

accord Cobell v. Norton, 392 F.3d 461 (D.C. Cir. 2004) (discussing suit by Indian tribes

against the Secretary of Interior and others for breach of trust obligations).

C. LTI Is Breaching Its Lease And Course Of Dealing With STC

STC also is likely to prevail on its independent legal claim that LTI’s actions violate

the parties’ course of dealing. STC has operated the Theatre for 20 years, and during this

time, the lease has been consistently renewed. During the prior renewals, the parties have

allowed the lease term to expire and then have amicably entered renewal leases without any

threatened impairment to STC’s charitable purpose. Moreover, LTI is aware that STC has

theatrical seasons and sells tickets and subscriptions at least two years in advance.

During the prior renewals, the parties have consistently set Base Rent for the lease

term to only cover anticipated repairs and capital improvements, nothing more. This is
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necessary because LTI is prohibited from profiting from rents but rather is required to hold all

Base Rent in a “trust” and use it only for capital improvement of the Theatre.

Although the lease does not contain an express renewal provision, the parties’

consistent course of conduct over the past 20 years gives rise to an obligation upon which

STC can rely that LTI will renew the lease so long as STC continues to fulfill its mission, and

that the parties will calibrate the rent to cover expected capital improvements over the life of

the lease. See Nortel Networks, Inc. v. Gold & Appel Transfer, S. A., 298 F. Supp. 2d 81, 88

(D.D.C. 2004) (course of conduct operates to modify a written contract and can be relied on

by the parties).

III. STC IS FACING IMMINENT IRREPARABLE HARM

A. STC’s Real Estate Interest Is Unique

It is well established that unauthorized or unlawful interference with an interest in real

property constitutes “irreparable harm” as matter of law because property is “unique” and

monetary remedies for injury to property interests is inadequate. See Patriot-BSP City Ctr II

v. U.S. Bank Nat’l Ass'n, 715 F. Supp. 2d 91, 96 (D.D.C. 2010) (“[i]t is settled beyond the

need for citation . . . that a given piece of property is considered to be unique, and its loss is

always an irreparable injury”) (quotations and citations omitted); see also Tauber v. Quan,

938 A.2d 724, 732 (D.C. 2007) (a “legal remedy is assumed to be inadequate, since each

parcel of land is unique”); Douglas v. Lyles, 841 A.2d 1, 9 n.4 (D.C. 2004); Coburn v.

Heggestad, 817 A.2d 813, 823 (D.C. 2003); 1010 Potomac Assoc. v. Grocery Mfrs., 485 A.2d

199, 212 (D.C. 1984); Flack v. Laster, 417 A.2d 393, 400 (D.C. 1980).

This bedrock legal principle is compelling in the case of the Theatre, which STC has

operated for 20 years. In a case involving far less unique property, Washington Metro Area
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Transit Authority’s sale of a bus garage, the court rejected an argument that commercial real

estate in the District is not unique, stating:

The Bus Garage is located in the midst of properties already
owned by Monument in the Half Street Area of the Ballpark
District, adjacent to the main gate of the new baseball stadium,
and centrally located within an area that the District of
Columbia has sought to develop as a part of the Master
Development Plan. … Because the Bus Garage is real property
that is valued for its uniqueness, the Court concludes that the
plaintiffs have established that the harm here cannot be
remedied with monetary damages alone, and is thus irreparable.
Therefore, the Court finds that the first prong of the preliminary
injunction analysis weighs in plaintiffs' favor.

Monument Realty LLC v. Wash. Metro. Area Transit Auth., 540 F. Supp. 2d 66, 76 (D.D.C.

2008); See also Brown v. Artery Org., Inc., 654 F. Supp. 1106, 1118-19 (D.D.C. 1987);

Simpson v. Lee, 499 A.2d 889 (D.C. 1985) (enjoining owners from leasing restaurant property

in D.C.’s “Blues Alley” neighborhood during litigation involving suit for possession); see

also S. Amherst Ltd. v. H.B. Singer LLC, 786 N.Y.S.2d 573, 575 (N.Y. App. 2 Div. 2004)

(granting preliminary injunction where property uniquely suited for tenant’s business).

B. STC’s Reputation Is Threatened

STC has developed substantial goodwill and reputation in connection with the Theatre

over the course of two decade. See Patriot, Inc. v. U.S. Dep't of Hous. & Urban Dev., 963 F.

Supp. 1, 5 (D.D.C. 1997) (irreparable harm may be established by a showing of imminent

injury to business reputation). The vacate deadline of June 15, 2012 and the continuing

uncertainty concerning STC’s right to operate the Theatre will have the practical effect of

threatening rehearsals, performances and educational programs long scheduled and pre-sold.

Defendants’ threats will also adversely impact STC’s ability to sell subscriptions and engage

in fundraising. Fairfield Resorts, Inc. v. Fairfield Mountain Prop. Owners Ass’n, Inc., No.

1:06CV191, 2006 WL 1889152, at *5 (W.D.N.C. July 7, 2006) (enjoining termination of
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lease and eviction because of irreparable harm, including loss of customers and goodwill,

damage to business reputation, and interference with the enjoyment of real property).

C. STC Has No Adequate Remedy at Law

STC is not seeking monetary damages, and instead seeks only the value of the

charitable promise embodied in LTI’s Articles that require LTI to comply with Section

509(a)(3) and support STC by leasing it the Theatre on a charitable basis. Thus, there is no

adequate remedy at law that will make STC whole in the absence of a preliminary injunction.

IV. MORE HARM WILL RESULT TO STC FROM DENIAL OF THIS MOTION
THAN TO LTI FROM ITS GRANT

Before awarding injunctive relief, the Court should evaluate whether more harm will

result to STC from the denial of the injunction than will result to LTI from its grant. District

of Columbia v. Greene, 806 A.2d 216, 233 (D.C. 2002). Here, there is no conceivable harm

to LTI from entry of a preliminary injunction. Disqualified persons are prohibited from

controlling LTI, so an order enforcing that prohibition LTI no worse off. LTI is also

prohibited from profiting from STC given that LTI exists for the benefit of STC and cannot

itself derive any profit from the Theatre. Thus, enjoining LTI from taking unlawful action

will similarly benefit LTI. By contrast, STC’s loss of the Theatre, its home for 20 years,

would interfere with STC’s ability to fulfill its mission and damage its reputation. Therefore,

the balance of the equities weighs in favor of the entry of a preliminary injunction.

V. THE PUBLIC INTEREST FAVORS ENTRY OF A PRELIMINARY
INJUNCTION

STC is a public charity organized under Section 501(c)(3). Its mission to present

classic theatre of scope and size in an imaginative, skillful, and accessible American style that

honors the playwrights’ language and intentions while viewing their work through a 21st-

century lens, and to promote and support the performing arts generally necessarily benefits
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the public. LTI’s tax status is entirely derivative of STC’s tax status. Thus, forcing LTI to

comply Articles and Section 509(a)(3) serves the public interest.

Further, STC holds a unique and internationally-recognized position as one of the

nation’s premier Shakespeare companies. STC, operating the Theatre is, quite simply, a

cultural treasure to the community. Any interruption to STC’s functioning, rehearsals, or

performances, or ability to serve as a national Shakespeare theatre, will deprive the public of a

first-rate performing arts institution. The public at issue is thus not only the District of

Columbia but also the nation at large. The present dispute also has been the subject of letters

from the Attorney General for the District of Columbia and Council members (see Jennings

Decl. Exs. 12, 14-15), and these letters underscore that the public interest weighs strongly in

favor of granting a preliminary injunction. The public’s interest in this institution will be

compromised if LTI is permitted to violate its Articles and terminate STC’s status as its

supported organization or otherwise interfere with STC’s use of the Theatre.






